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We propose and examine single-stack matching-layer enhanced Bragg reflection waveguides (BRWs) as a platform
for integrated parametric devices. The proposed designed is asymmetric in geometry, where a multilayer core is
surrounded by a single-layer upper cladding and a lower quarter-wave Bragg mirror. The propagation of the Bragg
mode in the new design relies on total internal reflection from the upper cladding and Bragg reflection from the
lower periodic cladding. Analytical expressions for modal analysis of TE- and TM-polarized Bragg modes are
derived. An AlxGa1−xAs second-harmonic generation device is theoretically examined to highlight nonlinear
performance of the new design, and it is compared to symmetric phase-matched BRWs reported to date. The ap-
plication of the same structure for generation of anticorrelated photon pairs is discussed. © 2012 Optical Society
of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bragg reflection waveguides (BRWs) have been recently pro-
ven as a promising platform for exact phase-matching (PM)
second-order nonlinear interactions in AlxGa1−xAs [1–3].
Waveguiding in BRWs is achieved through Bragg reflections,
which are obtained when the propagating mode properties fall
within the photonic stop band of the periodic claddings. In
addition, the same structure can be designed to support
waveguiding of bound modes formed by total internal reflec-
tion (TIR). Using the strong dependence of the photonic band-
gap mode dispersion on the structure geometry, BRWs can be
designed to attain modal PM between a photonic bandgap
mode and bound modes. In addition to applications of on-chip
optical frequency mixing, BRWs have been utilized as edge-
emitting diode lasers, where the lasing action is predomi-
nantly taking place in the BRW mode [4,5]. The availability of
an efficient frequency mixing element in addition to an inte-
grated diode laser pump render the BRW structure as an
attractive candidate for the implementation of monolithic in-
tegrated parametric devices and circuits. Novel photonics
components, such as self-pumped difference-frequency gen-
eration devices and electrically pumped all-semiconductor
optical parametric oscillators, are now feasible through the
BRW platform.

To date, three generations of BRW designs have demon-
strated PM and frequency conversion. These include conven-
tional quarter-wave BRWs [6,7], matching-layer enhanced
BRWs (ML-BRWs) [1] and ML-BRWs with a multilayer core
[8]. A common feature in these designs is that the waveguide
structure is spatially symmetric with respect to the core, and
hence it is surrounded by identical periodic claddings. As
such, optical mode confinement in these BRWs is achieved
through Bragg reflections at the interfaces of the core and

the transverse Bragg reflectors (TBRs). While using identical

periodic claddings has been the preferred choice in designing

BRWs, there are certain practical impediments in the imple-
mentation and utilization of these structures. One major chal-
lenge is associated with the thickness of the top cladding,
which is also comprised of a significant number of interfaces
due to the Bragg stack. These interfaces increase the overall
device resistance, impeding the high-power operation of the
device through enhanced operating voltage and heating. The
overall thickness of the top cladding also impedes the capabil-
ity of fabricating gratings for distributed feedback lasers and
high-Q cavities. It also makes it a challenging task to fabricate
good quality ring resonator cavities due to the difficulties in
reproducing the in/out couplers to the rings. Another chal-
lenge is associated with the coupling efficiency into the Bragg
modes from external sources, which would serve as the pump
for downconversion processes including difference-frequency
generation and spontaneous parametric downconversion
(SPDC). Owing to the oscillatory nature of the Bragg mode
field profile, conventional coupling techniques, such as free-
space coupling and fiber coupling, result in poor spatial over-
lap factor between the incident pump beam and the excited
pump Bragg mode. More involved coupling techniques, such
as prism-coupling and grating-coupling [9–11], which require
mode excitation from above the sample, are not viable op-
tions. This is due to the existence of the upper Bragg reflector,
which acts as a high reflector mirror at the pump wavelength,
hence prohibiting the transfer of the incident beam energy to
the waveguide core.

In addition, a constraint in the implementation of sym-
metric BRWs is the growth capabilities for the overall thick-
ness of such devices. Using the metal–organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) technique, the overall growth thickness
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of the devices is generally limited to ≈8–10 μm to yield good-
quality wafers with tolerable defect density. In the near-
infrared, this often allows for using between five to seven
Bragg reflector pairs on either side of the core, which may
not be enough for low substrate leakage loss.

In this work, we introduce the single-sided Bragg reflection
waveguide (SS-BRW) as a design, which addresses the afore-
mentioned impediments of BRWs with symmetric periodic
claddings. In the proposed structure, the waveguide core is
comprised of multiple dielectric layers, which are separated
from the substrate by a TBR followed by a matching layer.
The top cladding of the device is a single dielectric layer. A
schematic of a ridge SS-BRW for integrated parametric de-
vices is shown in Fig. 1. As will be discussed, the efficiency
of the second-order nonlinear interactions in SS-BRWs is
comparable to those in the previously studied BRWswith sym-
metric claddings. It should be noted that BRWs with asym-
metric claddings have been previously investigated through
calculations [12]. In [13], asymmetric BRWs are proposed as
single-mode Bragg lasers with high side-mode suppression
ratio. In [14], anomalous modal dispersion of asymmetric
BRWs in lithium niobate waveguides is reported. Finally, in
[15], asymmetric BRWs have been exploited for dispersion
control in lithium niobate waveguides to broaden the wave-
length tuning bandwidth of optical parametric amplification
process. However, they have not been investigated before to
provide PM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
develops the analytical tools required to design and examine
the performance of SS-BRWs. Section 3 discusses the design
of SS-BRWs for PM and provides an example for the design of
a second-harmonic generation device. The same structure is
then discussed as an integrated source of photon pairs with
frequency anticorrelated properties with applications in
quantum communication. Conclusions are then provided in
Section 4.

2. MODAL ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-SIDED
BRWs
In this section we develop the analytical tools for the design of
SS-BRWs. A schematic of a slab SS-BRW is shown in Fig. 2. In
this design, the core is a multilayer structure made of dielec-
tric layers with refractive indices na;…; nl with corresponding

thicknesses of ta;…; tl. This multilayer core is surrounded on
the lower side by a periodic cladding composed of bilayers
with refractive indices n1 and n2 with associated thicknesses
t1 and t2. On the upper side of the core, there is a single-layer
cladding with a refractive index of ncladd and a thickness of
tcladd. A matching layer with an index of nm and a thickness
of tm separates the periodic cladding from the multilayer core.
The purpose of the matching layer in the design of SS-BRW is
to tailor the effective mode index of the structure such that
the bilayers of the Bragg reflectors satisfy the quarter-wave
condition:

kx1t1 � �2u� 1�π∕2; kx2t2 � �2v� 1�π∕2; (1)

where u; v � 0; 1; 2;…. In Eq. (1), kx1 and kx2 are the x compo-
nents of the wave vectors in the bilayers of the periodic clad-
ding. Given the material index of the matching layer, nm, the
ML thickness, tm, is a parameter with discrete values deter-
mined from the dispersion equations. In Fig. 2 a�j and a−j
are the amplitudes of the right and left propagating fields
in the jth layer. The overall field in the jth layer is then formed
by the superposition of right and left propagating plane waves
with amplitudes a�j and a−j . The confinement of the Bragg

mode in SS-BRW relies on TIR at x � 0, where the bulk clad-
ding is located, and Bragg reflection, at x � xm, from the re-
flection provided by the Bragg mirror. The TIR at x � 0
requires the existence of an evanescent field for x < 0, which
can be satisfied only if a left propagating plane wave exists in
the bulk cladding. As such, the field amplitudes in the bulk
cladding are taken as a�cladd � 0,a−cladd � 1.

Our derivation for the modal dispersion equations relies
on the unique field transitions at the interface between the
matching layer and the periodic cladding. This field transition
simply denotes that for the existence of Bragg reflectors with
quarter-wave thick bilayers, the electromagnetic field either

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of a ridge single-stack BRW with
ridge width W and etch depth D used for nonlinear three-mixing
processes.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic of a single-stack ML-BRW,
where one of the periodic claddings in symmetric BRWs is replaced
by a single layer cladding. The matching layer separates the multilayer
core composed of dielectric layers with the refractive indices
na; nb;…; nl from the quarter-wave Bragg reflector. (b) Conceptual
structure where all the layers between the bulk cladding and
the matching layer in (a) are represented by an ABCD matrix with
elements m11;…;m22. QtW, quarter-wave.
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vanishes (node) or peaks (antinode) at the interface where the
optical mode extends into the periodic cladding [16]. From
Fig. 2, this interface is drawn at x � xm, which is the interface
between the ML and the QtW-TBR. In the case of having a
node at x � xm, the quarter-wave stack acts as a perfect
electric wall, where the tangential component of the electric
field vanishes. For the case of having an antinode at x � xm,
the quarter-wave stack resembles a perfect magnetic wall
where the first-order derivative of the electric field vanishes.

Using the transfer matrix method for the structure in Fig. 2,
we relate the right and left propagating field amplitudes of the
cladding, �a�cladd; a−cladd�, to those of the layer prior to the
matching layer (a�l and a−l ). This relation is expressed as

�
a�l
a−l

�
�

�
m11 m12

m21 m22

��
a�cladd
a−cladd

�
. (2)

Using the assumptions that a�cladd � 0 and a−cladd � 1, Eq. (2)
simplifies to

a�l � m12; a−l � m22. (3)

Given a�l and a−l , the field amplitudes in the matching layer, a�m
and a−m, can be calculated using the single transfer matrix as

�
a�m
a−m

�
� Tm

�
a�l
a−l

�
. (4)

In Eq. (4), Tm is the forward transfer matrix of the matching
layer, which is defined as

Tm � 1
2

� �1� f P� exp�−iϕm� �1 − f P� exp�−iϕ�
�1 − f P� exp��iϕm� �1 − f P� exp��iϕm�

�
; (5)

where P � fTE;TMg is the subscript used for indicating the po-
larization state of the propagating field,ϕm � kxmtm is the phase
accumulated in the matching layer, and

f P �

8>>><
>>>:

kxl
kxm

for TEpolarization

n2
mkxl

n2
l k

x
m

for TMpolarization
. (6)

The field amplitudes in the matching layer can then be calcu-
lated using Eq. (4) as

a�m � 1
2
��m12 �m22� � �m12 −m22�f P� exp�−iϕm�; (7a)

a−m � 1
2
��m12 �m22� − �m12 −m22�f P� exp��iϕm�. (7b)

For each orthogonal polarization, the dispersion relation can
be derived by forcing the overall field at x � xm to be either
zero (a�m � a−m � 0) ormaximum (a�m − a−m � 0). FromEqs. (7)
for TE-polarization, the electric field vanishes at x � xm when
kxm < kx1 and it peaks when kxm > kx1 . Using (7), the dispersion
relation of TE-propagating mode is obtained as

cot�kxmtm� � �if TE
m12 −m22

m11 �m22
�kxm < kx1�

tan�kxmtm� � −if TE
m12 −m22

m11 �m22
�kxm > kx1�

. �8�

Equations (8) can be solved to calculate the required thick-
nesses of the matching layer as

tm � 1
kxm

h
acot

�
�if TE

m12 −m22

m12 �m22

�
� pπ

i
�kxm < kx1�

tm � 1
kxm

h
atan

�
−if TE

m12 −m22

m12 �m22

�
� pπ

i
�kxm > kx1�

. �9�

Similarly, for a propagating mode with a TM polarization state,
the field vanished at x � xm when n2

1k
x
m < n2

mkx1 and it peaks
when n2

1k
x
m > n2

mkx1 . Using Eq. (7), the dispersion relation of
TM-propagating mode is obtained as

cot�kxmtm� � �if TE
m12 −m22

m11 �m22
�n2

1k
x
m < n2

mkx1�

tan�kxmtm� � −if TM
m12 −m22

m12 �m22
�n2

1k
x
m > n2

mkx1�
; �10�

with the matching layer thickness given by

tm� 1
kxm

h
acot

�
�if TM

m12−m22

m12�m22

�
�pπ

i
�n2

1k
x
m <n2

mkx1�

tm� 1
kxm

h
atan

�
−if TM

m12−m22

m12�m22

�
�pπ

i
�n2

1k
x
m >n2

mkx1�
. �11�

Equations (8)–(11) are the design equations of the single-stack
BRWs. In the next section, we use these equations for the
design of phase-matched SS-BRWs for second-order nonlinear
interactions in AlGaAs waveguides.

3. PHASE MATCHING USING
SINGLE-STACK BRW
The large number of parameters, including the refractive in-
dices and thicknesses of the layers, defines a large parameter
space to span for the design of SS-BRWs. As such, a systema-
tic search of this parameter space is not an effective route to
use for the design of these structures. Typical SS-BRWs are
composed of many layers in the range of a few tens. Design
optimization of such structures can be carried out using any
one of the numerous optimization techniques. The following
procedure describes the technique we adopted for designing
phase-matched SS-BRWs:

1. For a given nonlinear interaction, determine the type
of the optical modes (Bragg mode or TIR mode) and their
polarizations involved in the frequency-mixing process.

2. Choose the materials of the multilayer core, na;…; nl;
the cladding, ncladd; the bilayers of the Bragg reflectors, n1 and
n2; and the matching layer, nm—considering material con-
straints such as linear/nonlinear absorption and oxidation.

3. Choose the thicknesses of the layers of the complex
core, ta;…; tl and the cladding thickness, tcladd.

4. Given the refractive index profile of the structure at
each wavelength involved in the nonlinear interaction, deter-
mine the range of the effective mode indices [neff;1, neff;2] with-
in which the PM condition might be satisfied.

5. For neff ∈ �neff;1; neff;2�, given the polarization of the
Bragg mode, calculate the matching layer thickness, tm, using
Eq. (9) or (11).
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6. Using the quarter-wave condition of Eq. (1), determine
the thicknesses of the Bragg reflector bilayers, t1 and t2.

7. Given the number of periods of bilayers within the
Bragg reflector, construct the structure using �ncladd; na;…;
nl; nm; n1; n2� and �tcladd; ta;…; tl; tm; t1; t2�.

8. Solve for TE- and TM-polarized TIR modes for the
wavelengths propagating as bound modes.

9. Given the dispersion of Bragg and TIR modes as func-
tions of neff , determine the value of neff for which the PM
condition is satisfied.

10. Determine the nonlinear properties of the design, in-
cluding nonlinear overlap factor, nonlinear conversion effi-
ciency, and structure effective second-order nonlinearity.

11. Use perturbations in the waveguide parameters and go
to step 1 to determine a locally optimum design.

12. Using a 2D mode solver, investigate the effect of the
waveguide ridge width and depth on the nonlinear properties
such as the detuning of the PM wavelength from that of the
1D case.

Two case studies employing the aforementioned procedure
will be given. Next we discuss the design of a SHG device
for frequency doubling within the C-band telecommunication
wavelength and the same design as an integrated source of
frequency anticorrelated photon pairs generated via SPDC.

A. Second-Harmonic Generation Using the Single-Stack
BRW
Consider a Type II SHG process where a pump at frequency ω
with hybrid TE� TM polarization state generates a TE-polar-
ized second harmonic at 2ω. The PM condition for this process

is expressed as n�TE�
eff;2ω � 1∕2

h
n�TE�
eff;ω � n�TE�

eff;ω

i
where n�TE�

eff;ω and

n�TM�
eff;ω are the effective mode indices of TE- and TM-polarized

pump, respectively, and n�TE�
eff;2ω is the mode index of the

TE-polarized SH.
Using AlxGa1−xAs as the material system, we simulated a

series of SS-BRWs for Type II SHG with a pump at 1540 nm
frequency doubled to a SH signal at 740 nm. In this design, the
element with lowest aluminum fraction is limited to be
Al0.20Ga0.80As to avoid two-photon absorption of the pump,
and that with the highest aluminum content is limited to be
Al0.85Ga0.15As to avoid excessive oxidation. This choice for
the AlxGa1−xAs elements was identical to that of the single-
layer core ML-BRW, which has so far been demonstrated to
have the highest SHG conversion efficiency in BRW devices
[1]. Using initial simulations to determine a locally optimum
structure, the core of the simulated SS-BRWs consisted of
two layers of Al0.20Ga0.80As∕Al0.48Ga0.52As with respective
thicknesses of 210 nm∕310 nm. The bottom TBR consisted
of six periods of bilayers Al0.20Ga0.80As∕Al0.70Ga0.30As. The
upper cladding was Al0.85Ga0.15As with a thickness of
500 nm. To obtain the phase-matched structure, we swept
the effective index, neff , in the range of �nneff;1; nneff;2� �
�3.100 3.175�within which the PM condition could be satisfied.
The choice of neff;1 was such that the optical modes of the
pump and SH be evanescent within the upper cladding layer.
This condition could be satisfied when

neff;1 > ncladd;2ω > ncladd;ω; (12)

where ncladd;ω � 2.9549 and ncladd;2ω � 3.0942 were obtained
using the Gehrsitz model [17] for Al0.85Ga0.15As cladding.

The choice of neff;2 was such that the leaky mode condition
at the second-harmonic wavelength could be satisfied by

neff;2 < minfna; nb; nm; n1; n2g2ω; (13)

where �na; nb�2ω � �3.5381; 3.3160� are the refractive indices
of the layers composing the waveguide core, nm;2ω � 3.5381 is
the refractive index of the matching layer, and �n1; n2�2ω �
�3.1801; 3.5381� are the refractive indices of the bilayers of
the Bragg mirrors. Having the effective index range defined
by [nneff;1; neff;2], we sweep neff within this range as the mode
index of TE-polarized Bragg mode and construct the asso-
ciated SS-BRW using the algorithm discussed earlier. The
structure is then solved for the bound modes of TE and
TM polarizations of the pump at 1540 nm. The dependence
of themode indices of the pump and SH signal on neff is shown
in Fig. 3. From the figure, the dotted curve denotes the varia-

tion of 1∕2
h
n�TE�
eff;ω � n�TM�

eff;ω

i
as a function of neff . The crossing of

this curve with the graph of n�TE�
eff;2ω determines the design, re-

ferred to as BRWIII, for which the Type II PM condition is
satisfied. A summary of BRWIII is provided in Table 1.

Figure 4(a) illustrates the index profiles of BRWIII at the
pump (dashed line) and the second-harmonic (solid line) fre-
quencies. In the figure, the dashed line denotes effective mode
index of the TE-polarized second harmonic at PM. Also,
shown in Fig. 4(b) are the field profiles of the interacting
modes in BRWIII. The second-harmonic mode in BRWIII is hy-
brid in nature in the sense that it undergoes TIR at the bound-
ary of the multilayer core with the bulk cladding while it
experiences Bragg reflection at the interface between the
matching layer and the Bragg reflector. From Fig. 4(b), this
can be observed by noticing that the field profile of the SH
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Variation of effective mode indices of TE- and
TM-polarized pump and TE-polarized second harmonic as functions of
the Bragg mode effective index in BRWIII designed for Type II PM.

Table 1. Summary of the BRWIII Structure
Phase Matched for Type II Second-Harmonic

Generation with a Pump at 1540 nm

Parameter Value

(tcladd, ncladd, ncladd;2ω) (500 nm, 2.9549, 3.0942)
(ta, na;ω, na;2ω) (210 nm, 3.2656, 3.5381)
(tb, nb;ω, nb;2ω) (310 nm, 3.1279, 3.3160)
(tm, nm;ω, nm;2ω) (358 nm, 3.2656, 3.5381)
(t1, n1;ω, n1;2ω) (481 nm, 3.0227, 3.1801)
(t2, n2;ω, n2;2ω) (120 nm, 3.2656, 3.5381)
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(solid curve) is evanescent within the bulk cladding while it is
oscillatory within the QtW-TBR.

BRWs have the remarkable feature that the modal bire-
fringence between the orthogonal polarizations, defined as
Δn � n�TE�

eff − n�TM�
eff , is generally very small. A special case is

quarter-wave BRWs without a matching layer, which are po-
larization degenerate with Δn � 0. For the phase-matched
BRW, the small modal birefringence is attractive, as it enables
a different modality of PM to take place within a narrow spec-
tral window. For example, in [18], it is demonstrated that
a ML-BRW with symmetric claddings can support three dis-
tinct PM types, namely Type 0 (TMω → TM2ω), Type I
(TEω → TM2ω), and Type II (TEω � TMω → TE2ω), within a
spectral window as narrow as 17 nm. A recent theoretical in-
vestigation has shown that the small birefringence in BRWs is
significant for applications in quantum optics where hyperen-
tangled photon pairs are generated through SPDC [19]. As
such, it is worth investigating the modal birefringence in SS-
BRWs proposed here. In Fig. 5(a), we have plotted the effec-
tive mode indices of the TE- and TM-polarized pump and those
of the second harmonic for the pump wavelength in the range
of 1530–1550 nm in BRWIII. In the figure, the crossing points
denoted as P1, P2, and P3 indicate the pump wavelengths for
which the PM condition are satisfied. Point P1 with a pump
wavelength around 1531 nm denotes a Type I SHG, point
P2 is the Type II design of BRWIII with the pump wavelength
at 1540 nm, and point P3 is associated with a Type 0 SHG with
a pump wavelength around 1543 nm. In this case, the wave-
length separation between Type I and Type 0 SHG in BRWIII is
only 9 nm. Also in Fig. 5, we have plotted the modal birefrin-
gence of the SH Bragg mode and the pump bound mode for
comparison. As expected, the SH Bragg mode inherits smaller
modal birefringence in comparison to that of the pump mode.

In order to highlight the nonlinear performance of BRWIII,
we theoretically compare its salient nonlinear parameters
with those previously reported in symmetric BRWs including
the single-layer core ML-BRW in [1], referred to as BRWI, and
the multilayer core device in [8], referred to as BRWII. The
comparison with BRWI is particularly attractive because it

is a structure with the highest reported conversion efficiency
in BRW structures for SHG. Table 2 compares the various
parameters including PM wavelength, λp; spatial nonlinear
overlap factor, ξ; effective second-order nonlinear coefficient,
deff ; and normalized nonlinear conversion efficiency, �ηSHG [8].
A comprehensive examination of BRWI and BRWII can be
found in [1] and [8], respectively. From Table 2, it can be seen
that the single-stack structure of BRWIII benefits from an en-
hanced nonlinear interaction by ≈67%. This is remarkable be-
cause BRWI has been demonstrated as the most efficient SHG
device in this platform [1]. The key point in improving the con-
version efficiency in SS-BRWs, resides in the hybrid nature of
the Bragg mode where its profile is oscillatory with exponen-
tial decay in the lower periodic cladding and it is evanescent in
the single-layer upper cladding. In symmetric BRWs, the oscil-
latory nature of the Bragg mode within both periodic clad-
dings results in poor spatial overlap between the Bragg
mode and the bound modes involved in the nonlinear interac-
tion. However, in SS-BRW, the evanescent field in the upper
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Table 2. Simulated Nonlinear Parameters of BRWI,
BRWII, and BRWIII for Type II Second-Harmonic

Generation

Design λp [nm] ξ �m�−1 deff [pm∕V] �ηSHG [%W−1 cm−2]

BRWI
a 1546.5 221 40 3.0 × 10−4

BRWII
b 1540.0 133 38 1.1 × 10−4

BRWIII 1540.0 196 57 5.0 × 10−4

aSee [1].
bSee [8].
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cladding without field oscillation improves the spatial overlap
factor between the Bragg mode and the bound modes, which
are also evanescent in the upper cladding. It should be men-
tioned that our choice of a two-layer core in BRWIII was only
an example to illustrate the proposed design. In practice, the
number of layers composing the core, their material contents
and thicknesses can be exploited as design parameters to
alleviate PM and also to improve the device nonlinear
performance.

A merit in studying the performance of an on-chip para-
metric device is the propagation loss of the optical modes,
which is associated with the absorption loss, the scattering
loss, and the substrate leakage. Linear absorption in
AlxGa1−xGas devices is generally avoided by choosing ele-
ments with bandgap energies above the highest photon energy
involved in the parametric process [20]. For all designs dis-
cussed here, the choice of AlxGa1−xGas elements is such that
linear absorption is negligible. Scattering loss originating from
rough waveguide sidewalls forms the major form of optical
loss and is related to the quality of waveguide patterning
through lithography and plasma etching. Previously reported
results indicate that typical scattering loss in BRWs is in the
range of 2.0–2.2 cm−1 for the pump and in the range of
41–47 cm−1 for the second harmonic, which can be further re-
duced by enhancing the quality of the etch for fabricating the
ridges [1]. Leakage loss in symmetric BRWs as well as SS-
BRWs is negligible. To show this, we examined the leakage
loss coefficient, which is defined as

α�TE∕TM�
leak;ωσ

� 4πκ�TE∕TM�
leak ∕λωσ ; (14)

where ωσ ∈ fω; 2ωg and κ�TE∕TM�
ωσ is the imaginary part of the

effective mode index [21]. Figures. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate the
dependence of leakage loss coefficient of pump and second
harmonic in BRWIII on the aluminum concentration of the buf-
fer, respectively. In Fig. 6(a), TE- and TM-polarized pump
modes exhibit leakage loss for buffer Al concentrations less
than x � 0.41% and 0.43%, respectively, where the real part
of the effective mode indices lies below the material index
of the substrate. For a buffer Al fraction above these values,
the pumpmode transforms into a boundmode with a pure real
effective mode index. From Fig. 6(b), the leakage loss coeffi-
cients of TE- and TM-polarized second-harmonic modes are
approximately 3 orders of magnitude higher than those of
the pump. In comparison to TE polarization, TM-polarized
SH seems to suffer from more losses due to the normal con-
figuration of the electric field. Overall, for both pump and SH
modes, the dominant loss mechanism is attributed to scatter-
ing losses.

In terms of device fabrication, the advantages of SS-BRW in
comparison to the symmetric structures is threefold. First, for
BRWI and BRWII, the overall wafer thicknesses were ≈8.6 μm
[1] and ≈8.9 μm [8], respectively, while for BRWIII the growth
thickness is limited to ≈5.0 μm. Using MOCVD as a growth
technique, this reduction in the thickness of the single-stack
structure facilitates the yield of high-quality wafers with re-
duced wafer defects. Second, using fabrication technologies,
such as molecular beam epitaxy, which allow the growth of
thick structures, the BRWIII benefits from the possibility of
adding more periods of bilayers to the bottom TBR, which
helps reduce the substrate leakage. Third, as the field in the

upper bulk cladding of single-stack BRWs is evanescent, its
thickness can be restricted to a few hundreds of nanometers.
In BRWIII, the top cladding has a thickness of 500 nm. In the
symmetric structures of BRWI and BRWII, the periodic upper
cladding had a thickness of ≈3.5 μm and ≈3.1 μm, respectively.
Patterning ridge waveguides with good-quality, smooth ring
structures and periodic gratings for cavities and distributed
Bragg reflection lasers is more challenging for a deep etch
depth. The small thickness of the upper cladding in BRWIII

is beneficial for reducing the etch depth hence enhancing
the quality of the devices.

The existence of an evanescent field in the upper cladding
of the SS-BRW is additionally beneficial for device operation.
For example, DFG devices based on BRWs require excitation
of the Bragg mode as the pump. Conventional coupling tech-
niques, such as end-fire coupling, are generally inefficient ap-
proaches for this purpose, owing to the poor spatial overlap
factor between an incident Gaussian beam and the Bragg
mode. The existence of the evanescent field within the upper
cladding of SS-BRWs allows the investigation of efficient cou-
pling techniques, particularly grating-assisted coupling. Inves-
tigation of integrated grating couplers has been extensively
carried out in semiconductor waveguides and is not the focus
of this paper [9–11]. However, an important waveguide param-
eter that is closely related to the design of a grating coupler
and waveguide nonlinear properties is the thickness of the
upper cladding, tcladd. For this purpose, we examined the de-
pendency of �ηSHG and ξ on tcladd in BRWIII for thicknesses in
the range of 0.5–2 μm. The result is illustrated in Fig. 7, where
both �ηSHG and ξ decrease as tcladd increases. The rate of change
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Simulated leakage loss as a function of sub-
strate aluminum concentration in BRWIII of (a) TE- and TM-polarized
pump mode and (b) those of the second-harmonic mode.
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of �ηSHG and ξ with respect to tcladd is small for cladding thick-
nesses less than 1200 nm. This behavior was understood by
the fact that in the simulations, the outermost medium was
taken as air to resemble an experimental arrangement. A thin
tcladd resulted in the close proximity of the optical modes with
the surrounding air. Because of the large index contrast
between the optical mode indices and air, optical confinement
was enhanced with thin tcladd in comparison to designs with
thick upper cladding.

Comparing dispersion properties of the three discussed de-
signs is also informative. Dispersion engineering in BRWs has
been an important topic in these structures to understand the
effect of modal dispersion on nonlinear parameters, including
the PM bandwidth and effective interaction length. The group
velocity mismatch (GVM) between two frequencies involved
in a χ�2� process is an important merit. For example, in appli-
cations involving ultrashort pulses, group velocity mismatch
results in temporal pulse walk-off between two interacting
frequencies which degrades the efficiency of the interaction.
The group velocity mismatch between, for example, the
TM-polarized pump and TE-polarized second-harmonic is
expressed as

GVM�TE;TM�
2ω;ω � 1

v�TE�g;2ω
−

1

v�TM�
g;ω

; (15)

where v�TM�
g;ω and v�TE�g;2ω are the group velocities of the pump and

SH modes, respectively. Group velocity dispersion (GVD) is
also an important parameter for applications involving ultra-
short pulses. Certain waveguide designs require minimal GVD
at the operating wavelength to reduce the pulse distortion
along the propagation distance. For a TE-polarized pump,

the GVD, GVD�TE�
ω , is expressed as

GVD�TE�
ω � ∂2β�TE�ω

∂ω2 � 2
c

∂n�TE�
eff;ω
∂ω � ω

c

∂2n�TE�
eff;ω

∂ω2 . (16)

Table 3 summarizes the GVM and GVD of interacting modes
for Type II SHG in BRWI, BRWII, and BRWIII designs. From
Table 3, the GVM between different harmonics in all three de-
signs is comparable. As expected, the GVM between the ortho-
gonal polarizations of the pump is the lowest due to the fact
that the propagation of both TE- and TM-polarized pump
modes relies on TIR. For second-order dispersion, in all three
designs, the GVD of TE-polarized SH is larger than that of the

TE- and TM-polarized pump. Also, it is noticeable that GVD�TE�
2ω

in BRWIII is approximately another of magnitude larger than

GVD�TE�
ω and GVD�TM�

ω in the same structure. It should be noted
that first- and second-order dispersion in BRWII is the lowest
when compared with BRWI and BRWIII devices. This can be
attributed to the fact that the structure of BRWII was utilizing
AlxGa1−xAs elements with high aluminum fractions, which re-
sulted in reduced material dispersion. Comparing the data in
Table 3, one can expect similar dispersion behavior, to the
first order, in single-stack BRW as that in BRWs with sym-
metric periodic cladding while second-order dispersion in
single-stack devices appears to be stronger.

B. Photon Pair Generation Using the Single-Stack BRW
The single-stack BRW can be used as an integrated source of
photon pairs generated through SPDC for applications in
quantum communication and computation. In SPDC using
BRWs, the pump mode at the 2ω frequency propagates as a
Bragg mode while the pair of downconverted photons propa-
gate as bound modes. BRWs as on-chip sources of photon
pairs have been theoretically investigated in some previous
works. For example, in [19], BRWs with non-quarter-wave
TBRs were studied as a source of biphotons with polariza-
tion hyperentanglement property. Also in [22], generation
of photon pairs with a frequency anticorrelation property
was studied where strong waveguide dispersion in ridge de-
vices was utilized to tailor biphotons spectral bandwidth. Dis-
persion control using ridge effects in BRWs is a prominent
mechanism to attain a desired characteristic of photon pairs.
Here, we examine the dispersion properties of ridge SS-BRWs
for potential applications in quantum optics. To do so, we
consider BRWIII as the underlying design and examine its dis-
persion properties once ridge effects are applied.

Figure 8 illustrates the modal birefringence, Δn, of the
pump and downconverted light as a function of ridge width,
W , varying between 1.5–5 μm, simulated at PM wavelength as-
sociated with each ridge width. From the figure, the crossing
points of the birefringence curves with the horizontal dashed
line atΔn � 0 denotes polarization degenerate designs for the
pump and photon pairs at which effective indices of TE and
TM modes are identical. For the pump frequency,Δn2ω � 0 is
simulated for a ridge width of ≈2.0 μm while for photon pairs
Δnω � 0 for a device with a ridge width of ≈1.6 μm. Also
shown in the inset of Fig. 8 is the dependency of the PM
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Dependence of normalized conversion effi-
ciency, �ηSHG, and nonlinear modal overlap, ξ, on the thickness of
top cladding in single-stack BRWIII.

Table 3. Group VelocityMismatch andGroup Velocity Dispersion of the Pump and Second-Harmonic in BRWI,
BRWII, and BRWIII for Type II Second-Harmonic Generation

Design
GVM�TE;TM�

ω;ω
[ps∕mm]

GVM�TE;TE�
2ω;ω

[ps∕mm]
GVM�TE;TM�

2ω;ω
[ps∕mm]

GVD�TE�
ω

[fs2∕μm]
GVD�TM�

ω
[fs2∕μm]

GVD�TE�
2ω

[fs2∕μm]

BRWI 0.0330 2.4876 2.5206 1.4363 1.4316 5.7712
BRWII 0.0101 2.3724 2.3825 1.0436 1.0387 3.4062
BRWIII 0.0142 3.1208 3.1350 1.2851 1.2757 12.093
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wavelength, λPM, on W where redshift of λPM is anticipated as
W is reduced. For ridge widths greater than ≈3 μm, variation
of λPM on W is less than 10 nm while for W � 1.5 μm, the PM
wavelength is redshifted by about 52 nm.

The dependence of the GVM between the orthogonal com-
ponents of the pump and downconverted light on ridge width

are shown in Fig. 9(a). From the figure, GVM�TE;TE�
2ω;ω and

GVM�TE;TM�
2ω;ω are close to each other over the entire range of

ridge variation, between 1.5 − 5 μm. However, the GVM be-
tween the TE- and TM-polarized downconverted modes is
over an order of magnitude smaller than the GVM between
the pump and photon pairs. Also shown in Fig. 9 are the GVDs
of the TE- and TM-polarized downconverted modes and the
TE-polarized pump as functions of ridge width. From the fig-
ure, the GVD of the pump is approximately an order of mag-

nitude larger than those of the photon pairs, which matches to
the simulated results of the slab case in Table 3.

In the generation of anticorrelated photon pairs using Type
II SPDC, the spectral bandwidth of the photon pair is deter-
mined by the width of the joint power spectral intensity of the
biphotons, which in turn is proportional to the sinc2�ΔβL∕2�
function, where Δβ is the SPDC phase mismatch and L is the
device length [22]. Using the Taylor series in expanding Δβ,
one can write

Δβ ≈ GVM�TE;TM�
ω;ω Ω −

1
2
�GVD�TE�

ω � GVD�TM�
ω �Ω2; (17)

where jΩj is the magnitude of the angular frequency deviation
of the downconverted photons. Using Eq. (17) and the simu-
lated dispersion values presented in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), we
estimated the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth
of anticorrelated photon pairs generated in BRWIII. The result
is shown in Fig. 10, where the FWHM spectral bandwidth of
biphotons is plotted as a function of ridge width for a device
with a length of L � 3 mm From the figure, the spectral
bandwidth decreases as the ridge width increases, and it con-
verges to a value of ≈8.9 THz for ridge widths larger than
≈3.5 μm. Maximum bandwidth of ≈13:1 THz is obtained for
W � 1.5 μm. In [22], Type II SPDC in quarter-wave BRW with
symmetric stacks was theoretically studied as on-chip sources
of narrowband anticorrelated photon pairs. In that work, a
bandwidth of 101 GHz was predicted in a device with a ridge
width as small as 375 nm. The smallest SPDC bandwidth of
8.9 THz predicted here is approximately an order of magni-
tude larger than the work in [22], indicating that the BRWIII

is not the favored design for the generation of narrowband
anticorrelated photon pairs. However, the same structure
can be used for the generation of wideband anticorrelated
photon pairs in the Type II PM configuration. In comparison
to the work in [22], the maximum spectral bandwidth of
61 THz for Type I generated photon pairs was simulated in
a ridge BRW with W � 677 nm width. In the BRWIII proposed
here, the spectral bandwidth of 13.1 THz is simulated
forW � 1.5 μm, which can be further increased using devices
with smaller ridge widths and shorter lengths. Considering the
ease in fabrication of single-stack BRWs, it is expected that
this class of devices can be useful for large SPDC bandwidth
control of anticorrelated photon pairs.
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4. CONCLUSION
In summary, we studied single-stack matching-layer-enhanced
BRWs as a platform for integrated parametric devices. In the
proposed structure, the propagation of the Bragg mode is
consisted of TIR from an upper single-layer cladding and
Bragg reflection from a lower quarter-wave Bragg reflector.
The deployment of the matching layer, which separates a mul-
tilayer core from the bottom cladding, enabled extracting
analytical expressions for the modal analysis of TE- and TM-
polarized Bragg modes. Using the proposed design, a SHG de-
vice is examined and its performance was predicted to pro-
vide nonlinear efficiency at least 1.5 times larger than the
previously reported BRWs with symmetric claddings. The ex-
istence of an evanescent field with the upper cladding in the
SS-BRW makes the examination of preferential coupling tech-
niques including prism coupling and grating coupling feasible
in BRW technology.
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